Intracarotid amobarbital procedure: II. Lateralizing value in evaluation for temporal lobectomy.
The intracarotid amobarbital procedure (IAP) was assessed for lateralizing value in 37 patients who later had temporal lobectomy for intractable epilepsy. Among patients who failed IAP memory testing on one side (defined as a retention score for test items at least 20% lower on one side than the other), significantly more patients failed the injection contralateral (16 of 20, 80%) than ipsilateral (4 of 20, 20%) to the side of later resection (p = 0.008). In addition, preoperative EEG evidence of bilateral temporal epileptogenicity was significantly more frequent among patients who failed the ipsilateral IAP injection (2 of 4, 50%) than among patients who passed the ipsilateral IAP injection (2 of 33, 6%) (p = 0.050). Finally, failure of the contralateral IAP injection involved significantly more severe amnesia for test items (median retention score 25%) than did failure of the ipsilateral injection (median retention score 59%) (p = 0.047). Profoundly low retention scores less than 33% occurred only with contralateral injection. These findings suggest that the IAP has some adjunctive lateralizing value for the epileptogenic hemisphere in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy, especially when the retention score with one injection is profoundly low.